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The New Mental Model of Marketing in the Digital Age



More than Smartphones, Connected Devices will drive the digital 
ecosystems that link together discovery and fulfilment of intents



Banks are now at a turning point



Everyday Banks position themselves at the centre of 
Ecosystems in order to stay relevant for the Digital Consumer



Ecosystems & Monetisation
Example: The Belgian mWallet



4,3 bln$ e-mortgages written in less than 2 years using 
augmented reality and GPS



Advanced Customer Analytics, powering the Digital Bank and 
Insurer, can increase revenue and economic profit substantially



The maturity journey of Banks and Insurers in terms of 
Advanced Customer Analytics



The Digital Bank and Insurer use all Analytics and Digital tools 
to understand and interact with their customers



Behavioral micro-segmentation informing a bottom-up 
distribution strategy and individual Next Best Action



Behavioral micro-segments lead to greater insights on 
product preferences, propensity and churn motivation



The Customer Analytical Record (patented) for finding micro-
segments



Deep, actionable micro-segmentation, based on demographics 
and behavior, drives all superior customer analytical models



Behavioral segments are determined by only a subset of CAR 
fields



Combining social data with internal data to find the digital 
segments: who are they, where do they live, how do they 
behave digitally and who are the influencers



From a Board-level War Room with Real-Time MIS and 
Predictive Analytics, drill down to each household in the country



Big Data enriches “classic” Analytical models but also allows 
uncovering new insights through Discovery Labs and Platforms



Churn: Turn why people leave into a competitive advantage



ARE: Accenture Recommendation Engine
powering some of the largest retail sites, conversion * 4



Digital Personalization and Optimization



Optimize the Customer Experience along his/her 
Moments of Truth Journey



Telematics will emerge through a car App, forcing insurers to 
underwrite and price based on behaviour and/or per mile



Digital claims handling



Claims loss reduction



The journey to becoming a Digital Bank or Insurer


